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INTERNAL CAST IRON PIPE CUTTER  
(CAPITOL STYLE CUTTER)
Cuts Cast Iron from the inside out!!
Designed to eliminate the difficulty plumbers have in setting toilet bowls, urinals and similar 
fixtures due to the shortness of the closet horn. Make cuts where nothing else can!

32900  3" Cast Iron........................................................................................... 10 lbs. (4.5kg)
42900  4" Cast Iron........................................................................................ 10.5 lbs. (4.7kg)

Replacement Cutter Wheels:
700201  Cutter Wheel for CI for 32900/42900 
276097  Cutter Wheel Pin

PIPE CLEANER (Descaler)
A versatile scraper for removing mud and scale from pipe surfaces. Makes for faster 
cutting and better repairs and joints. Belt material is light, strong and non-corroding. 
Angled blades promote self-cleaning. Belt is replaceable, longer length reduces 
back strain.

1300  For 3–12" diameter, 45" OAL ..................................................................... 4 lbs. (2kg) 
1301  Replacement Belt, 45" ............................................................................ 3 lbs. (1.5kg)
1350  For 12–36" diameter, 72" OAL ................................................................ 5 lbs. (2.5kg)
1351  Replacement Belt, 72" ............................................................................... 4 lbs. (2kg)

HINGED PIPE CUTTER
Four-wheel cutter, featuring a unique guide bar design that ensures both smooth 
operation and accurate precise pipe cutting. Needs only 90° to 110° handle swing, and 
only 4 inch clearance. Universal cutter wheels are ideal for cutting most metals and are 
interchangeable with many other makes of hinged pipe cutters.

5090  1/2"–2" pipe capacity (12.7mm-50.8mm) ............................................... 6 lbs. (2.7kg)
95240  2"–4" pipe capacity (50.8mm-101.6mm) ............................................. 18 lbs. (8.2kg)
95460  4"–6" pipe capacity (101.6mm-152.4mm)  .......................................... 21 lbs. (9.5kg)
95680  6"–8" pipe capacity (152.4mm-203.2mm)  ........................................... 27 lbs. (12kg)
95121  8"–12" pipe capacity (203.2mm-304.8mm)  ......................................... 35 lbs. (16kg)

Replacement Cutter Wheels:
8039  for 5090 for steel
8050  for 95041, 95240 for steel
8052  for 95061, 95460 for steel
8054  for 95081, 95680, 95121 for steel
8051  for 95041, 95240 for CI/DI
8053  for 95061, 95081, 95460, 95680, 95121 for CI/DI
8076  for 95061, 95081, 95460, 95680, 95121 / universal wheel

STEEL PIPE CUTTERS
Two models designed for fast, easy cutting of steel pipes. Both models come with an 
extra long shank which protects adjustment threads and an extra large handle for quick, 
easy adjustment.

2690  For 1/8"–2" steel pipe (3.17mm-50.8mm) .............................................. 6 lbs. (2.8kg)
8001  Cutter Wheel for steel
8082  Cutter Wheel for stainless steel

4690  For 2"–4" steel pipe (50.8mm-101.6mm)  .............................................. 18 lbs. (8kg)
8004  Replacement Cutter Wheel
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